IEEE ICIR 2022 Competition

Submission Guidelines
To participate in the Application Competition for Intelligent Reality of the 2nd International
Conference of Intelligent Reality (ICIR), a PowerPoint presentation and a recorded video submission
of your work are mandatory for evaluation.

PowerPoint Presentation
Use presentation template [1] to provide the following required information:
1. Overview of IR Application: Brief description of your application and how AI and other
technologies helps.
2. Originality: How unique and innovative is the idea?
3. Implementation: What design methods and techniques used, development platform,
language, tools
4. Potential Impact: How does the project contribute to the IR domain?
5. Conclusion and future directions.
Credits and citations to open source or other work should be referenced appropriately.

Recording Video
Provide video recording with the following required sequence:
1. Title: The first 10 seconds of the video should include the Submission Title, names of
participants, affiliations (if any), and contact details using the Contact Information below.
2. Research/Problem statement: Present research domain or the problem(s) the prototype is
attempting to address.
3. Prototype showcase: Clearly explain and demonstrate prototype features and
functionalities through gameplay / user perspective view.
4. Implementation Framework and Technologies: Clearly present what framework (game
engine, SDK, etc.) and technologies used for implementation. Provide links to libraries and
resources when appropriate.
5. Impact: Present potential impacts to the IR domain.
6. Conclusion and future directions.
Credits and citations to open source or other work should be referenced appropriately.
Video Length: 5-7 minutes long.
Video Format: MP4

Submission
Upload PowerPoint presentation and recorded video to your personal cloud storage (Google Drive,
Microsoft OneDrive, or others) by November 19th 2022. Email the shared link with the information
below to icir@ieee.org:
++++++ Contact Information +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Email Subject: Application to ICIR 2022 Competition

Email Body:
•
•
•
•

Submission Name:
Members Names:
Affiliation:
Submission Shared Link: [URL]

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
[1] Click here to download the ACIR Competition Presentation Template

